By Jamie Whittaker

I have an important job for everyone who wants to volunteer—support this organization any way you can. If everyone reading this does the things listed below, AFA will be able to accomplish so much. Thank you to everyone. You are making a huge difference!

1. Talk about AFA when you talk about birds. Mention AFA and send people to the website for information.

2. Give away the Watchbirds you don’t want to keep. Some of you get multiple copies. Put the extras at the hair salon, at the vet’s, at the library, at the school.

3. Get people to take the Fundamentals of Aviculture course when they ask for advice on birds.

4. Talk to other bird people and encourage them to join AFA. It’s only $40 for one year for an individual.

5. Talk to people you do business with, and encourage them to join as commercial members and advertise in Watchbird. Ask them for raffle donations. It is $125 for a year, and they get a free classified in Watchbird and their name and link on our website and in every Watchbird.

6. Talk to every bird group you know or can find and tell them why they should be affiliated with AFA if they are not. Contact your state coordinator with information for the group. If you are in an affiliated club, speak up in favor of AFA when the subject of re-affiliation comes up.

7. Join at least one AFA-affiliated organization and promote it. If you don’t have a local club, there are many national organizations. There is strength in numbers. The more of us there are who work together, the better off we will be.

8. Get a group together to attend the Convention. Just think how much fun you and two or three of your favorite bird friends can have in St Petersburg talking about and learning about birds.

9. Watch for official legislative alerts from the office and from Legislative Vice President Genny Wall and act on them. When she says it’s time to write letters or call your representative, she needs as many people as possible to do it.

10. Be positive in your interactions with others about birds and about AFA. This organization is only here because there are people who love birds.
SUPER TALON™ ANIMAL CATCHER

SAFE, HUMANE and COST EFFECTIVE
BIRD RESCUE & RECOVERY

The perfect solution for:
- TAG & RELEASE PROGRAMS
- BIRD RECOVERY AND RESCUE
- VETERINARY APPLICATIONS
- ANIMAL CONTROL
- ZOOLOGISTS

Large and Small,
The Super Talon Nets 'em All.

The Super Talon comes in its own
FIELD-READY TRAVEL CASE

The Super Talon Kit contains: launching handle,
4 pre-loaded and reusable net heads,
20 air cartridges, spare parts and accessories.

See videos online
of safe bird captures
in-flight and stationary
www.lawenforcementmall.com
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